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Part 4: Bookmarks Control
Description

The Bookmarks control allows pasting in the snippet from the IBM Lotus Connections Bookmarks page to display bookmarks on an XPages page. The returned HTML can be styled via CSS.

In Connections there is a link 'add to your site':

![Image of Bookmarks page in Connections](image)
The snippet can be copied:

```xml
<script
language=javascript>
type=text/javascript
src=http://www.bleedyellow.com/dogear/lishippet?access=any
email=niklas_heidloff%40de.ibm.com sortBy=created&sortOrder=desc&lang=en"></script>

You can change the appearance of the resulting HTML by applying CSS styles. Here is a sample of the output:

```xml
<div class="dogearlinks">
  <ul class="doglinks">
    <li class="doglink">
      <a href="http://sampleurl.com" title="Description of URL">Title of URL</a>
    </li>
    <li class="dogdata">
      <li class="dogdata">
        <li class="dogauthor">
          <a href="http://url.of.person" title="url of person">Person</a>
        </li>
      </li>
      <li class="dogtag">
        <a href="http://url.of.tag1">tag1</a>
      </li>
      <li class="dogtag">
        <a href="http://url.of.tag2">tag2</a>
      </li>
    </li>
  </ul>
</div>
```

Close this window
Then the snippet can be pasted as the property value of the custom control:

```html
<...>
```n
The output can be styled resulting in an HTML page like this:

```
Bookmarks from Niklas Heidloff (Bleedyellow Connections Server)

- OpenNTF Apache Catalog
- OpenNTF Blog
- OpenNTF Home Page
```